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NZIODA – PARENT CHECKLIST 
Charter Boat Set Up 

Please note that this is a guide only – thank you to Greg Lee for sharing with NZIODA 

1. Rudder/Tiller 

 Re-attach the tiller to the rudder, using the 2 x bolts, 2 x washer and 2 x nyloc nuts in the plastic bag 

taped to the tiller. The tools required are a ring spanner and slot screwdriver.  These are in the plastic 

bag.  Note the washers go on the same side as the nuts (there are no washers required for the other 

side). Do up firmly but take extreme care not to over-tighten as this could crack the rudder blade. 

 

2. Mainsheet System 

 Remove existing mainsheet blocks Hopefully these are just secured with a shackle. If the block is 

permanently attached to the U-shaped saddle (without a shackle) it might be necessary to remove   

the saddle to take the block off – seek help from coach if necessary 

 Install T2 Mainsheet blocks - Shackle these on to the U-shaped saddle. Make sure screws on the 

saddle are done up properly (if you had to remove it to get the old block off). Tip – make sure the 

rubber “boots” which sit under the blocks are turned inside-out while you put the blocks on, and you 

can then turn them back right-side out. 

 Run Mainsheet through the blocks and test. 

 

3. Hiking Straps 

 Replace Hiking strap lashing rope at the rear (only if necessary). Adjust lashing rope so that the rear 

end of the hiking straps (the end where the rope lashing attaches) is 200mm – 210mm above the floor 

of the Opti when you pull the hiking straps up as hard as you can. 

 Make sure you tighten the lashing rope with several half-hitches and double/triple check that it is 

tight. Tape around this lashing with insulating tape once completed. 

 

4. Bailers 

 Remove existing bailers. 

 Tie in large orange bailers by passing bungy around the top of the main bulkhead where it meets the 

side of the boat. Note it is against the rules to tie these to another rope or bungy (must be a fixed 

point on the boat) 

 Make sure the knots are completely secure, and that you can use the bailers for the full range of 

movement needed when baling while hiking upwind.  

 

5. Paddle 

 Attach cord/bungy on paddle to one of the straps of a forward buoyancy bag.   

 Make sure the line is securely attached with a knot. 
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6. Mast Clamp   

 Untie mast clamp (if boat has one on it). Loop mast retaining tie through the U-shaped saddle next to 

the mast hole in the deck. 

7. Rig 

 Rig up your sail and put the rig in the boat. Clip on the mainsheet bridle and check the whole rig from 

top to bottom. Make sure that the luff indicator on the sail sits well within the two bands on the mast 

no matter what settings you are using on the sail – be conservative about this and make sure you 

check this several times until you are completely confident.   

8. Centreboard Slot 

 Check your centerboard in the slot.  Add “Jap” tape as necessary (at top and bottom of slot) to adjust 

so that centerboard is firmly held but will still move up and down freely. Add tape to one side of slot 

only at first (top and bottom) and test – sometimes adding to both sides is too much. 

Final Check    

 Go over the whole boat from bow to stern checking every single item carefully. (Touch each item with 

your hand as you do this, to make sure you have not missed anything). 

 

NOTE:  Make sure that all items removed from the Charter Boat which you are not using are kept together and 

given to a parent (or coach if there is no parent there) so you can put them back on the charter boat at the end 

of the regatta. 


